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ABSTRACT: This letter supports the goal of the article “Entropy: Order or Information” (DOI: 10.1021/ed100922x), showing
that the article’s presentation only of Shannon’s measure of information can be strengthened by linking it to energy-based
thermodynamics in chemistrythe introduction to entropy now used in most general chemistry texts for majors.
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I welcome the recent contribution of Arieh Ben-Naim that
can aid in the elimination of “disorder” from contemporary

interpretations of entropy change.1 It would have been helpful
to Journal readers if he had cited some of the energy-related
thermodynamic bases3−9 that were seminal in convincing 39
authors of 21 general chemistry texts for majors (and two
authors of a physical chemistry text) to delete that fundamental
error of “disorder” in the past decade.2

Ben-Naim’s article treats some complex changes not dealt
with in general chemistry texts and thus may be most useful in
physical chemistry and statistical mechanics. However, it is vital
to point out that his well-presented content is unduly limited in
that it is based solely on Shannon’s measurement of
information in the expansion of gases. Thus, readers are
unaware that an energy-based thermodynamic view of
entropynow presented in so many chemistry texts2deals
with such expansions as simply the spreading of molecular
energy of each gas species into larger volumes.
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